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(Easy Guitar). Beginners will love this immense collection of more than 240 super songs that they

can actually play! Includes easy arrangements in notes and tab for gems in various genres,

including: After You've Gone * Amazing Grace * Anchors Aweigh * Auld Lang Syne * Avalon * Baby,

Won't You Please Come Home * The Banana Boat Song (Day Oh) * Beale Street Blues * Blue

Danube Waltz * Canon in D * Cielito Lindo * Clementine * Cockles and Mussels * Down by the Old

Mill Stream * Eine Kleine Nachtmusik * The Entertainer * Give Me That Old Time Religion * Give My

Regards to Broadway * The Glow Worm * Greensleeves * Hail to the Chief * Hava Nagila * House of

the Rising Sun * I Ain't Got Nobody * Jesu, Joy of Man's Desiring * La Golondrina * Little Brown Jug

* Loch Lomond * Marine's Hymn * Memories * 'O Sole Mio * Ode to Joy * Paper Doll * Peg O' My

Heart * Scarborough Fair * Sidewalks of New York * St. Louis Blues * Swing Low, Sweet Chariot *

Toreador Song * Wedding March * and more!
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I am a guitar teacher and I use this book with my beginner students, especially kids. Since there are

plenty of 2 and 3 chord songs and the tab melodies are easy to play, this book is a great tool for

people who are just starting out. If you've been playing for a while and already know your basic

chords (C, G, D, E, etc) there are songs that get into more advanced chords like diminished and

augmented. All of the songs are old, classic, and many are in the public domain. If you're looking for



a book of current songs (less than 40 years old) you might want to try the acoustic guitar white

pages instead.Acoustic Guitar Tab White PagesAcoustic Guitar: The Ultimate White Pages : Guitar

Tab

I use this book in my Music Therapy sessions with Geriatric clients--and they love it! The songs are

well-known and fun--mostly folk tunes like I've Been Working on the Railroad and My Bonnie Lies

Over the Ocean. Chords are SO simple--no bar chords (so you may need a capo to adjust the key).

If you're looking for the most basic way to play favorite songs...this is the way to go!Received in

great time, perfect condition for a good price.

I picked this book for the "easy" part. It has many great traditional songs which would be good for

sing-a-long activities, so it fits the bill on the type of music I was looking for. It falls a bit short on the

"easy," As a beginning guitarist, there is very little I can play right now out of it. I showed it to a

musician friend, who remarked "These aren't easy!" I'd give it a 5 for song choice, but 1 for required

level of expertise. Hopefully at some point I will actually be able to play out of it.

I couldn't sit still after this book reached me! I played songs all day and was blown away with the

easy chords! No more will I only think of OLD MC DONALD when I'm asked to show me wachu got!

Easy, yet professional sounding!

It allows three levels of learning. (I'm a teacher). You can learn the melody or the chords or the

strumming patterns. Or two of the three or all three. I made all of my six students buy it. It functions

as entertainment -- and as a text!

This book was purchased to use with a neighbor who was just learning to play the guitar. There are

a lot of easy songs and some that a a little more challenging. It has a great variety of songs for

everyone and every occasion. Hal Leonard does so many books it's hard not to say good things.

They have been doing it so long they have it down to a science.Would say this is for a beginner as

well as more advanced players. It also helps that it's printed in big format so one doesn't have to

squint to see the notes and chords. If you're looking for an all-around songbook for guitar this is the

one to buy.

Great song book. That said it's only really good for beginners with an instructor. This does have



easy to read tabs and chords, but no real notes on strumming or picking patterns that were easy to

understand. With out some knowledge of notation (There are some very bare notations) an absolute

beginner will struggle to play the songs as they should sound.That said I gave it 5 stars because it is

really a jumbo book of 245 songs. Most of the songs are short enough to fit on one to two pages

which makes it great to just open and play without worrying about flipping pages mid tune.

I've spent a day with this book and have learned a few of the songs. The book has old sing along

songs that most people probably haven't heard so you will spend a lot of time on YouTube to hear

what the songs should sound like. The strum and pick pattern suggestions for the songs didn't make

much sense to me but that's all part of being a new guitarist I guess, I would just strum and pick how

whatever worked for me. I wouldn't say this book is for beginners but with a little time and practice I

think it will be ok.
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